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Quick facts
Objective

Solution

Result

❯

❯

❯

Automatic price calculation for over 400,000

❯

More time for category management to make

❯

Increase in margins and revenue

❯

Pricing process automation
Size-specific pricing

❯

Increasing margins, revenue and number of

❯

Optimal product pricing according to status

orders

count many parameters
❯

Use different pricing methods: Optimize margins and revenue as well as sell-off optimization

❯

Start

lates the prices of several hundred thousand
items on a daily basis while taking into ac-

and product life cycle
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Dynamic Pricing Service automatically calcu-

Disclaimer

Up-to-date prices in online shops and bricks
and mortar stores

❯

product variants
strategic price and product range decisions

3 % increase in number of orders
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"Our price management has
been very successful with prudsys and we have decided to
pursue this partnership over
the long term. We have been
impressed with the intelligence
behind the pricing solution and
the professional support on
the part of the prudsys project
team."
Tim Blümel,
Director of Sales
11teamsports
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Intelligent prices in online shop and in
store optimize margins, revenue and
number of orders
With over 1.5 million customers, 11teamsports is one of the largest
retailers for sporting goods, lifestyle products and team gear in the
German-speaking area. The company was founded in 2007 and grows
by approximately 20 % every year. The sporting goods retailer sells its
products in the online shop as well as in 17 bricks and mortar shops in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland. The company has a clear vision: to
keep improving financial results, remain competitive and solidify its market leadership. 11teamsports sees intelligent price control as one way
of achieving these goals. In order to automate its price processes and
intelligently control product prices online and in stores, 11teamsports
relies on the Dynamic Pricing Service following a successful A/B test. The
real-time solution is based on artificial intelligence and is in the position,
depending on the objective, to increase sales, revenue or the margin.
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The objective
The complex objective that 11teamsports has

11teamsports would like to take the burden off

for the Dynamic Pricing Service is made up of

category management: automatically pricing all

three aspects:

products leaves more time for strategic decisions on products and product ranges.

The sporting goods retailer seeks to intelligently
control the pricing of all products, thereby incre-

The AI solution should be able to take various

asing its margin, revenue and number of orders.

factors into account such as demand, variable
inventories, brands, clicks per size or end of life

The company would like to fix all 400,000 va-

cycle. 11teamsports’ requirement was to find a

riants (sizes and colors) of its 24,000 products

pricing strategy that forced the sale of products

with different prices, which requires the pricing

while keeping the margin in clear focus.

solution to have maximum scalability.
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The solution
The Dynamic Pricing Service automatically

1. Margin and revenue optimization

11teamsports’ category management determi-

adapts the prices of the 400,000 product vari-

If a product is new to the range or at the begin-

nes which parameters are incorporated into

ants to all relevant contextual conditions on a

ning of the product life cycle, the pricing strategy

price calculation. It also decides the range in

daily basis. Real-time tracking ensures that the

focuses on increasing margins and revenue.

which the Dynamic Pricing Service can calculate

demand is measured on the product level and

Demand-driven, the focus is on skimming off

prices by setting variable price limits according

included in the price calculation. This way, the

enough income and revenue to achieve the

to product age.

Dynamic Pricing Service can predict out-of-stock

specified average target margin in the different

situations in a timely manner and take this into

product ranges. The result contributes in par-

11teamsports uses the prices calculated by the

consideration in the pricing process.

ticular to the goal of 11teamsports, to remain

algorithm online in its regional shops in Germa-

solvent and competitive.

ny, Austria and Switzerland, at kickershop.de as
well as for its bricks and mortar stores.

Product life cycle represents the particular
challenge in price calculation. At the beginning of

2. Sale optimization

the life cycle the Dynamic Pricing Service opti-

The goal of the sell-off method is for products

mizes prices primarily for margin and revenue.

with an advanced product life cycle to reach

As it nears the end of the life cycle, the sell-off

zero inventory by a defined target date. For

method takes effect, focussing on gross profit

each individual product, the algorithm detects

absorption. The challenge: Some products are

the extent of the demand and controls the sale

only in the range for a few months, others for

via price while creating gross profit per item at

up to three years. The Dynamic Pricing Service

the same time. The AI solution calculates the

manages a balancing act between targeted sales

optimal pricing for each individual item, in each

and attaining the KPIs set by 11teamsports by

size, along the entire product life cycle until the

implementing these two pricing strategies:

defined sell-by date.
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The result
In the A/B test the combination of margin and revenue optimization turned out to be an optimal
global pricing strategy with the sell-off method.
Compared to manual pricing, 11teamsports has
been able to increase its margin and revenue
while simultaneously increasing the order rate
by 3 %. Thanks to price automation, category
management is left with more time for strategic
price management tasks. Due to this success,
11teamsports has been relying on GK Software
Group since 2017. The company is planning for
future application scenarios for dynamic pricing.
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prudsys AG

P +49 371 27093 - 0

Member of the GK Software Group

F +49 371 27093 - 90

Zwickauer Straße 16

info@prudsys.com

09112 Chemnitz

air.prudsys.com

Germany
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without
the express permission of GK Software SE. The information contained herein may be changed without
prior notice.
Some software products marketed by GK Software SE and its distributors contain proprietary software
components of other software vendors. National product specifi cations may vary.
These materials are provided by GK Software SE and its affiliated companies (“GK Software Group”) for
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and GK Software Group
shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for GK Software Group products and services are those that are set forth in the express warranty statements
accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting
an additional warranty.
GK Software and other GK Software products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective
logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of GK Software SE in Germany and other countries.
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